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Droplets 1.1 App for iPhone is an Easy Obsession
Published on 01/07/10
Titoo today released Droplets 1.1 for iPhone and iPod Touch users. While the game app is
easy to play, users find that it is very difficult to put down. The simple interface means
there's no complicated learning curve, making it faster to become totally involved in
trying to get the droplets to hit their correspondingly colored puddle. This app quickly
becomes a fun and easy obsession. It has been tested and two-year-old approved for fun and
learning.
Waretown, NJ - Announcing that Titoo, the developers of Droplets, have released version
1.1 for the iPhone and iPod Touch. While the game app is easy to play, users find that it
is very difficult to put down. The simple interface means there's no complicated learning
curve, making it faster to become totally involved in trying to get the droplets to hit
their correspondingly colored puddle. This app quickly becomes a fun and easy obsession.
The rules for playing Droplets are simple. Once a colored droplet spills out of the
overhead pipe, the user has to tilt or rotate their iDevice to guide the droplet directly
into the puddle of the same color.
Everyone can play this game, including children. It has been tested and two-year-old
approved for fun and learning. Maneuvering the droplets helps little ones to learn their
colors while improving eye-hand co-ordination. That's assuming that parents are willing to
put it down long enough for their kids to play with it.
Droplets has a built-in scoreboard to help users keep track of their personal best
records. There's also a global scoreboard for comparing how a user does with others
worldwide. This is a great motivator to raise individual scores and further promotes the
addictive aspect of the game.
Each new game level increases the element of challenge. The basic rules stay the same but
users will remain interested and hooked on what this Droplets app has to offer, which is a
lot for the paltry sum of 99 cents. Droplets is a very affordable and fun obsession.
About Droplets
Droplets is so addicting that you won't notice the time pass. The rules are simple colored droplets spill out of the pipe and fall down, into the puddles. Your task is to
rotate the phone, so the droplet falls directly into the puddle of the same color. This
game is simple and intuitive so everyone can play it, regardless of age. Even a two year
old (and this is verified)!
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Droplets 1.1 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Games category. Promo codes are available for qualified reviewers. Please specify
the website or blog you represent when making your request.
Droplets 1.1:
http://www.dropletsgame.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/droplets/id331489500?mt=8
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Gameplay Video:
http://dropletsgame.com/video.html
App Icon:
http://www.titoo.pl/pr_image_droplets/icon.png
Screenshot:
http://www.titoo.pl/pr_image_droplets/screen1.png

Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover by Edward Turner helps mobile app developers maximize
sales
by optimizing their marketing copy and crafting news-worthy press releases that get picked
up by some of the most-read mobile app websites and blogs on the Net. Copyright (C) 2009
Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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